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Alpha Rho Chi Lecture

l’architecture du collectif

EXYZT
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The collective project EXYZT is a
non-profit organization that showcases
a platform of multidisciplinary ideas,
creations and actions.Through this
project the members defend the idea of
manufacturing together as a vehicle to
deliver a strong message to the society
in which we live and act. Within this
objective, the EXYZT project must
incarnate and marinate the richness of
the individual ingredients in order to
serve a coherent message.
Philippe Rizzotti and François Wunschel
of EXYZT were the Alpha Rho Chi
lecturers for the Winter 2007 semester.
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Manifesto
Be utopian.
We want to build new worlds where fiction is reality and games are new rules
for democracy. We want to encourage creativity, reflection and renew social
behaviors. If space is made by dynamics of exchange, then everybody can
be the architects of our world.
Experiment. Architecture can expand into a transdisciplinary field, where
new tools can be explored. Our current recipe: marinate construction
with video, music, graphic design, photography and gastronomy, without
“ Unitary Urbanism envisages the urban environment as the
terrain of a participatory game. ”
—Constant Nieuwenhuys
and Guy Debord

forgetting to leave space for interaction, freedom, informality and
unpredictability. Our projects result in spatial video games, architectural
buildings, musical environments and/or thematic food feasts.
Even if we refuse to enter the current architectural practice (which is

“ The whole complex—in both the activity it enables and the
resultant structure it provides—is in effect a short-term toy to
enable people, for once, to use a building with the same degree
of meaningful personal immediacy that they are forced normally
”
to reserve for a limited range of traditional pleasures.
—Cedric Price

under economical and political constraints) we do deal with the reality of
construction. We design and build ourselves, live in our constructions and
leave freedom for visitors to appropriate our designs.
What we produce is open source architecture. We collaborate to give free
access to a structured living program and an interface for exchange. We only
offer a framework for a direct and immediate emulation between
people and space.
Our projects are always in motion. It is this dynamic process based on
interac tions between people and their environment that really make our
projects. We exist to incite you—be conscience of your environment.
React and act.
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Action Methods
Site detection
We usually choose sites that are not regulated by real estate economy or
“ The most significant application of mobile architecture. A
spatial structure raised up on piles which contains inhabited
volumes, fitted inside some of the voids, alternating with
other unused volumes. This structure may span certain
unavailable sites, and areas where building is not possible or
permitted (expanses of water, marshland) or areas that have
already been built upon. ”
—Yona Friedman

social control. Among them: wasteland, leftover spaces and abandoned
spaces. We also work on flexible/neutral spaces offered by events like
festivals or exhibitions.
In Situ action:
Even if we usually use identical materials like scaffolding, textiles, photo,
video and sound material, our projects are non reproducible product; they
are designed and built in the context of location, place and participants.
Temporary intervention
Architecture is an adventure in time. We like it short and dense so as to
focus more on the project (and also because we want to create multiple
projects around the world).
Explore new media tools
We experiment with endlessly different tools for our interventions like video
games, short (video) cuts and video jockeys. We attempt to translate media
into physical space. A video projection can constitute a façade, a video
game becomes a spatial interactive game, and films exists as memories of
our constructions.

METAVILLA,
Venice, Italy
September 2006–November 2006
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Tentative subtitle goes here
“ To look for pleasure, to avoid pain, is the general act, others would say law,

of the organic world. It’s the essence of life itself. Without this quest for the
agreeable, life itself would be impossible. The organism would disintegrate,
life would stop. ”
—Pierre Kropotkine
EXYZT is a collective that has a varying definition.
EXYZT is a sequence of actions in an urban context, built environment or
inhabited territories.
EXYZT is a series of ephemeral landscapes, of intertwined arts, of
constructed contexts and unlikely encounters.
EXYZT is a means of action.
EXYZT proposes alternative projects.
EXYZT tries to develop a proposal on the city.
EXYZT is alive only during projects and should not exist in between acts.
EXYZT is the possibility of gathering a group of people together in
order to intervene.
EXYZT can die because it consists of human relationships above all.
EXYZT is friends.

“ A Home is not a House. ”
—Reyner Banham

The concept of EXYZT’s architecture is festive— an architecture of
emergency and an interaction of proximity.
EXYZT is a spectrum of diversity and abilities that form short-term and
mid-term diffracted architecture, without consuming space.
The EXYZT projects are situated between the proposal and the event,
between the experiment of a new way of inhabiting the city and the image
of an architectural act of a group of human beings.
The collective has explored a multitude of modes of simultaneous crea

tion

and habitats. The self-construction, self-management and
self-structuring of each project welcomes individuals to walk through a
temporary installation—an expression of and compliment to the diversity of
its inhabitants.
One missions of the EXYZT collective is to invent the fireworks of tomorrow.
The fireworks market represents roughly one third of the cultural expenses of
municipalities. Why not re-inject all of the money that goes up in smoke into
huge collective gatherings? Gatherings based on fireworks of images staged
by hordes of graphic designers so that they might project themselves onto
the façades of all the cities in a 360 degree outdoor danced cinema.
EXYZT must stay autonomous and democratic. The heterogeneous
expectations of the members allows for complexity in the projects.
We are well on our way to witnessing an increase in the number of homeless
people, illegal immigrants and political and economical refugees. What Don
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Quixote accomplished with his tents, the EXYZT collective must attempt to
do with its scaffoldings.
The Multidisciplinarity of the collective always allows for new discoveries.
In every field, each person’s skills can express itself and nourish the
proposal. Rather than a city sketched by architects, it is one sketched by its
inhabitants. In the meantime, let’s start by gathering all of the skills available
in order to create a lively city.
Architect-Carpenter, Plumber-Woodsman, Electro-Musician,
Mechanic-Drafter, Video-Driver, Idiots-Geniuses—they all cultivate
multitasking and reinvent and recreate their world daily. The experiences of
each multiply and become linked to one another, either in small groups
or all at once.
Today, the city is a mark of temporary construction, which most of the time
serves in restoration of existing buildings or in the construction of new
edifices. The infrastructures of these constructions and events constitute
another species of ephemeral landscapes. It is within the temporality of
spatial interstices that the collective’s interventions exist.
I sense behind the collective the potential of the Royal de Luxe Company of
French street theatre, but in a more high-tech dimension …
Maybe it is not the role of the EXYZT collective to initiate the movement by
being the Abbés Pierre of the twenty–first century; but EXYZT needs to at
least suggest the idea to one or two listening ears.
Our action as the EXYZT collective is an invitation into the exploration of
investing and occupying of spaces under-exploited times, artistically, legally,
economically and humanly…
It’s not easy getting old, especially for a collective. Aging implies following a
certain path, and along the way some will abandon that path. Aging implies
the implementation of a sort of hierarchy, more or less assumed, more or
less accepted. The hierarchy implies the implementation of an administrative
and financial management system, which can easily asphyxiate and dry-out
the beauty taken from the past. This is why it is important to find the right
people who will know how to be both strong and limber at the same time.
It is necessary to take the implied route of aging in order to continue to
create a path through the immense possibilities that you have. The EXYZT
collective has already made people dream and will continue to make us
“ Architecture is maybe the best media to join Art Fields together.
”
—Yona Friedman

dream. All we need to accept is, growing old.

Thank you to:
Yona Friedman, Archigram, Dada, Fluxus, hybrid architecture of the world
S.E.T.
Barcelona, Spain
October 2005

(observed on our trips to Vietnam, Japan, Eastern Europe, Africa).
We owe you.
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